
BROADCHALKE ROUND WALK 2

6.5 M. Park at church CP. SU 041254.

Leave car park by road entrance and turn left to return to the village centre. Continue on main road left and 
right to a narrow lane at SU 0385 2570. Continue generally north on this good surfaced track for 1.4m to SU 
034279 where there is an access notice on the right. Go through gate right and walk due east along a 
permissive path for 200m to reach a stile on the right into a steep sided valley (SU 036279). This is an area 
of open access provided under the Countryside Stewardship Scheme, the extent of which is shown on the 
notice and which has a ‘limit of access’ sign at the south end. One can find a sheltered spot here for coffee!

Continue high on the left (north) slope to contour around the edge of the valley walking ESE at first and then 
NE to reach a stile at SU 0425 leading into a pig enclosure. Cross the stile, turn right and walk around the 
edge to another stile into a band of trees bordering the Old Shaftesbury Drove road. At SU 042285 turn right 
and walk along the drove for 1.3 m, NE for 0.3m and ENE for 1M to SU 0625 2885. Turn right here to walk 
SW for 200m to a junction; a surfaced track continues S, a FP continues SW. Take the FP SW and where you 
leave the trees and the tree line continues S, proceed SW across the field following tractor ruts (SU 0605 
2840). Enter a belt of trees at SU 0585 2800. Continue SW for a mile to reach farm buildings at SU 050263. 
Here you have a choice of routes. Either:

(a) Continue on the track over the hill and as you descend, take a FP right at SU 050282. Skirt the field edge 
and, shortly after turning right at the field corner, take descending path right through a broken gate to 
walk SW for ~ 1 mile to reach the road in Broadchalke at SU 040256. Turn right on the road to retrace 
your earlier steps to the church car park. Or:

(b) Continue on the major track to reach the road at SU 047257. Cross to the lane opposite and after 150m 
turn right onto a FP. Walk SW for 600m to reach a road near the church. Turn right to reach the CP 
entrance.
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